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Dark Knight Rises It has been eight years since Batman vanished into the
night, turning, in that instant, from hero to fugitive. Assuming the blame for
the death of D.A. Harvey Dent, the Dark Knight sacrificed everything for what
he and Commissioner Gordon both hoped was the greater good. For a time
the lie worked, as criminal activity in Gotham City was crushed under the
weight of the anti-crime Dent Act. But everything will change with the arrival
of a cunning cat burglar with a mysterious agenda. Far more dangerous,
however, is the emergence of Bane, a masked terrorist whose ruthless plans for
Gotham drive Bruce out of his self-imposed exile. But even if he dons the cape
and cowl again, Batman may be no match for Bane. Warner
Cinderella: Diamond Edition Rediscover the timeless story beloved by
generations, the memorable music and unforgettable characters of Disney's
Cinderella! Cinderella has faith her dreams of a better life will come true. With
help from her loyal mice friends and a wave of her Fairy Godmother's wand,
Cinderella's rags are magically turned into a glorious gown and off she goes to
the Royal Ball to meet her Prince. But when the clock strikes midnight, the spell
is broken, leaving only a single glass slipper... the only key to the ultimate
fairy-tale ending! The Diamond Edition First Time On Blu-Ray contains several
bonus features, including the detailing of the design and manufacture of the
highly anticipated shoe, a fantasy short starring Louboutin as he travels the
streets of Paris seeking inspiration for the shoe and the inspiring story of the
real-life fairy godmother, Mary Alice O’Connor, the wife of Disney’s layout
genius Ken O’Connor. Disney
Dick Tracy Legendary police detective Dick Tracy is the only man tough
enough to take on gangster boss Big Boy Caprice and his band of menacing
mobsters. Dedicated to his work but at the same time devoted to his loyal
girlfriend, Tess Trueheart, Tracy find himself torn between love and duty. His
relentless crusade against crime becomes even more difficult when he gets
saddled with an engaging orphan and meets seductive and sultry Breathless
Mahoney, a torch singer determined to get the best of Tracy. A faceless
character, the Blank, threatens both Tracy and Big Boy, and it takes all of Tracy's
skills to save the city. First time on Blu-Ray. Disney
Brave An impetuous princess discovers that her reckless choice has put both
her family and her father's kingdom in peril in this animated adventure from
Pixar films. As a toddler, Merida (voice of Kelly MacDonald) saw her father, King
Fergus (Billy Connolly), do battle with one of the fiercest animals in the
kingdom -- a horribly scarred hulk of a bear named Mordu. Though Fergus lost
his leg defending his family, Merida and her mother, Queen Elinor, managed to
escape the beast before it vanished back into the forest. Years later, Merida has
grown up to become not just a skilled archer, but also a beautiful princess who
inspires a competition among the eligible bachelors in the land. But Merida
has little interest in getting married, and the harder her mother pushes the
issue, the more fiercely she resists it. When the tournament for her hand gets
under way and a deep divide opens between mother and daughter, Merida
makes a wish that threatens the future of both her family and the entire
kingdom. Now, with only a brief window of time to set things right, Merida
must summon the courage to atone for her mistake and prevent a past
tragedy from destroying any hope for a peaceful future. Walt Disney
Ice Age: Continental Drift History's greatest heroes return for the most
outrageously funny and entertaining Ice Age adventure in two million years.
When Scrat's acorn antics cause a cataclysmic crack-up, Manny (Ray Romano),
Sid (John Leguizamo) and Diego (Denis Leary) go where no herd has gone
before - on a high-seas quest aboard a floating iceberg. But a menagerie of
misfit pirates are determined to shiver their timbers and capsize their journey
home. Join a boat-load of lovable new characters (voiced by Jennifer Lopez,
Aziz Ansari and Peter Dinklage) for original songs, spectacular animation and
heartwarming family fun. Fox
Total Recall Welcome to Rekall, the company that can turn your dreams into
real memories. For a factory worker named Douglas Quaid (Colin Farrell), even
though he's got a beautiful wife (Kate Beckinsale) who he loves, the mind-trip
sounds like the perfect vacation from his frustrating life - real memories of life
as a super-spy might be just what he needs. But when the procedure goes
horribly wrong, Quaid becomes a hunted man. Finding himself on the run from
the police controlled by Chancellor Cohaagen (Bryan Cranston), the leader of
the free world - Quaid teams up with a rebel fighter (Jessica Biel) to find the
head of the underground resistance and stop Cohaagen. The line between
fantasy and reality gets blurred and the fate of his world hangs in the balance
as Quaid discovers his true identity, his true love, and his true fate. Sony
Simpsons Season 15 The Simpson family celebrates their 15th anniversary
with another hilarious season of animated misadventures. This year, the power
plant fires Homer (Dan Castellaneta) and the library's bookshelves are barren,
so it's up to Marge (Julie Kavner) to teach the kids about history. Also, Lisa
(Yeardley Smith) gets revved up to run against Nelson (Nancy Cartwright) for
Springfield Elementary School class president. The Blu-ray set will present all of
the season's episodes with 1080p video, a DTS-HD Master Audio soundtrack,
and supplements will include: All Aboard With Matt; The Unusual Ones; Living
In the Moment; Audio Commentary On All Episodes; Sketch Gallery I & II;
Animation Showcase; Special Language Feature; The Commercials; Deleted
Scenes; 3 Blu-ray Bonus Episodes; and Easter Eggs. Fox
Beast of the Southern Wild Teeming with magic, beauty and pure joy, this
crowd-pleasing winner at the Sundance Film Festival has emerged as one of
the year's most acclaimed films. Newcomer Quvenzhané Wallis delivers an
"Oscar-worthy performance" (Philadelphia Daily News) as Hushpuppy, the
six-year-old force of nature in an isolated bayou community. When her tough
but loving father Wink (Dwight Henry) succumbs to a mysterious malady, the
fierce and determined girl bravely sets out on a journey to the outside world.
But Hushpuppy's quest is hindered by a "busted" universe that melts the ice
caps and unleashes an army of prehistoric beasts. Fox
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I Wish Twelve-year-old Koichi lives with his mother and retired grandparents
in the southern region of Japan. His younger brother Ryunosuke lives with
their father in the northern region of Japan. The brothers have been
separated by their parents' divorce, and Koichi's only wish is for his family to
be reunited. When he learns that a new bullet train line will soon open linking
the two towns, he starts to believe that a miracle will take place the moment
these new trains first pass each other at top speed. With help from the adults
around him, Koichi sets out on a journey with a group of friends, each hoping
to witness a miracle. Magnolia
The Apparition Theorizing that the paranormal exists as a result of human
belief, a group of students attempts to create a supernatural entity. The
experiment goes horribly wrong. Years later, young couple Kelly (Ashley
Greene, the Twilight Series) and Ben (Sebastian Stan, Gossip Girl) begin to
experience a terrifying, unexplained presence in their new house. In
desperation, they enlist the help of a paranormal specialist (Tom Felton, The
Harry Potter Series), only to find the house may not be the problem. But it the
apparition is haunting them, how can they possibly escape? Warner
Lawless The three Bondurant boys (Shia LaBeouf, Tom Hardy, Jason Clarke),
along with their sultry new hire (Jessica Chastain), command the most
lucrative bootlegging operation in Franklin County, Virginia. The locals
consider them "indestructible." But the law - in the form of a corrupt special
deputy (Guy Pearce) - wants a cut of their action, at any cost. When youngest
brother Jack (LaBeouf ) gets a taste of power with a deadly gangster (Gary
Oldman), the whole business blows sky high. Based on the astonishing true
story, the Bondurant brotherhood is the stuff of legend. Anchor Bay
Rec 3 Clara and Koldo's wedding unfolds through the lens of a video camera
that captures their beautiful ceremony and the festive reception that follows.
But the camera also bears unblinking witness to the shocking reality of chaos
and horror that ensues after a virus spreads through the reception,
transforming the wedding guests into something inhuman, and forcing the
newlywed couple into a terrifying fight for their lives. Separated amid the
mayhem, the newlywed couple discover the true meaning of the vow, "'til
death do us part." Sony
Take This Waltz Michelle Williams plays twenty-eight-year-old Margot,
happily married to Lou (Seth Rogan), a good-natured cookbook author. But
when Margot meets Daniel (Luke Kirby), a handsome artist that lives across
the street, their mutual attraction is undeniable. Swelteringly hot, bright and
colorful, Take This Waltz leads us, laughing, through the familiar, but
uncharted question of what long-term relationships do to love, sex and our
image of ourselves. Magnolia
Ruby Sparks A romantic comedy starring Paul Dano and writer-actress Zoe
Kazan. Struggling with writer's block and a lackluster love life, once-famous
novelist Calvin (Dano) creates a beautiful fictitious character named Ruby
(Kazan) who inspires him. But not only does this bring his work to life- it also
brings Ruby to life - literally! Face-to-face with an actual relationship with his
once virtual girlfriend, Calvin must now decide whether to pen this love story
or let it write itself. Also starring Annette Bening, Antonio Banderas and Elliott
Gould. Fox
Mannix Final Season Get the action rolling with Season 8 of Mannix. Golden
Globe winner Mike Connors stars as quintessential private eye Joe Mannix, in
a season that puts Mannix at the center of some of his most baffling and
deadly cases. Locating a missing corpse. Thwarting a South American
assassination plot. Surviving a homemade torture chamber. Why? Because
danger is his business. Debuting for the first time on DVD, this final season of
the iconic crime drama is digitally remastered to capture every
suspense-filled twist in this 24-episode, 6-disc collection. Co-starring Emmy
winner Gail Fisher as loyal assistant Peggy Fair, Mannix is crime's worst enemy.
And one of television's most enduring gems. Paramount/CBS
The Game 5th Season The players, and the women who love them (and put
up with them), are back for the fifth fun-packed, drama-filled season of The
Game. Melanie (Tia Mowry Hardrict) and Derwin (Pooch Hall) are working
hard to add to their family roster, but despite their best efforts, life keeps
running interference. Tasha (Wendy Raquel Robinson) has her dating game in
high gear when she decides to take Melanie up on an offer that would
change their lives. Meanwhile, Malik (Hosea Chanchez), the high-flying Sabres
star quarterback, comes back down to earth to reassess his personal priorities
while Jason's (Colby Bell) relationship with spirited Chardonnay hits some
bumpy terrain. Paramount/CBS
Perry Mason Season 8 Vol. 1 The laser-like focus on justice, candid courtroom
confessions and shocking eleventh-hour reveals are back in fine form for
Season 8 Volume 1 of Perry Mason, starring two-time Emmy Award winner
Raymond Burr. From betrayed brides to bulled bowlers, scandalous sculptors
to sleepy slayers, Mason and his team of crack private detective Paul Drake
(William Hopper), trusted secretary Della Street (Barbara Hale), and police Lt.
Andy Anderson (Wesley Lau) feverishly work to clear their wrongfully accused
clients, ferret out the truly guilty, and then bring the full weight of the law
down upon them. With 15 episodes on four discs, the best defense is always
evident when television's most legendary legal firebrand is on the case.
Paramount/CBS
Futurama Volume 7 Crank up the gravity and put your head safely in a jar! It's
Volume Seven of Futurama - the animated sci-fi comedy from The Simpsons
creator Matt Groening. Crammed with a whole new dimension of extras not
shown on TV, this cosmic collection includes 13 bizarre and brilliant episodes
involving ancient prophecies, Presidents' heads, robot gangsters, angry
butterflies, and of course, sausage-making. It's a shipload of futuristic fun! Fox
2 Days In New York Hip talk-radio host and journalist Mingus (Chris Rock) and
his French photographer girlfriend, Marion (Julie Delpy), live cozily in a New
York apartment with their cat and two young children from previous
relationships. But when Marion's jolly father, her oversexed sister, and her
sister's outrageous boyfriend unceremoniously descend upon them for an
overseas visit, it initiates two unforgettable days of family mayhem. Magnolia
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The Watch There's trouble brewing in peaceful Glenview, Ohio. That's why
four civic-minded citizens, armed with flashlights, walkie-talkies and spiffy
new jackets, have teamed up to safeguard their community. But the guys
find more than they bargained for when they uncover an alien plot to
destroy Earth, and now these bumbling heroes are Glenview's only chance
to save the neighborhood - and the world - from annihilation! Ben Stiller,
Vince Vaughn, Jonah Hill and Richard Ayoade take male bonding to hilarious
new heights in this outrageous, no-holds-barred comedy that gets funnier
every time you watch! Fox
Touch Season One Kiefer Sutherland (24) makes a triumphant return to TV
in this smart and hopeful drama about the ties that bind all of us together.
Single father Martin Bohm (Sutherland) struggles to raise his emotionally
challenged son Jake. But Martin soon discovers that Jake possesses an
amazing gift: the ability to see the hidden patterns of numbers that connect
every life on the planet. With the help of a brilliant professor (Danny Glover),
Martin learns to communicate with Jake and help people around the world.
Blending science and spirituality, this unique series will touch you in ways
you never thought possible. Fox
WU Dang There is a rumor: secret treasures hide in Wu Dang mountain. In
the early days of Republican China, an American man -greedy for gold and
hungry for riches - brings his daughter, a prodigy of martial arts, to compete
for a championship title in kung fu combat, while planning to find and steal
the riches for himself. It won't be easy. Fierce competition, dedicated
protectors, and unexpected romance block the path to the Wu Dang
fortune, and when the true nature of the prize is discovered - everything you
know about martial arts will change forever. Starring Vincent Zhao, Dennis
To, and Louis Fan directed by Patrick Leung (Blade OF Kings), and featuring
action choreography by Corey Yuen (Shaolin), Wu Dang is a high-flying, fresh
look at the wire-fighting martial arts epics of the past, with a new twist: Wu
Dang is the first film to examine the art of Wu Dang Kung Fu, and the
mysticism of Ying Yang. Well Go USA
Kill 'Em All From the director of Bangkok Adrenaline comes a non-stop
action story that starts with a deathmatch, and takes it to the next level. Get
ready. Welcome to the Killing Chamber - a high-tech bunker where captured
international assassins are ready to do what they do best, just to survive. If
they're going to break out of this concrete hell, they must duel each other,
fight deadly ninjas, and battle against gangs of masked maniacs. If they
manage to survive that, they will have to confront Snakehead: the lethal,
deranged top dog who will stop at nothing to Kill 'Em All! Well Go USA
Gayby Broadway actor Matthew Wilkas co-stars with the hilarious Jenn
Harris as a gay guy and his straight best friend who decide to have a baby
together - the old-fashioned way! Sexy, wacky and romantic, this perfectly
told New York tale from writer-director-star Jonathan Lisecki follows the
travails of Jenn and Matt all the way to one of the happiest happy endings
you've ever seen. Cast also includes Adam Drive and Alex Karpovsky, Mike
Doyle, Sarita Choudhury and Dule Hill. Wolfe
Californication Season 5 Sophisticated and unique, this comedy centers on
novelist Hank Moody (David Duchovny) who struggles to raise his
13-year-old daughter, while still carrying a torch for his ex-girlfriend. His
obsession with truth-telling and self destructive behavior - drinks drugs and
relationships - are both destroying and enriching to his career. Showtime
The Streets of San Francisco Season Five Danger collides with drama - and
Lt. Mike Stone (Karl Malden) gets a new partner - in this explosive first
volume of the final season of The Streets Of San Francisco. When Stone's
partner Steve Keller departs for new opportunities, Inspector Dan Robbins
(Richard Hatch) steps in as an able replacement to help Stone pursue and
punish the city's criminal element. Murderous mobsters, thrill-killers and
ruthless thugs are just some of the bad guys awaiting a sobering lesson in
crime versus punishment in this digitally remastered 3-disc, Season 5
collection. Take to the streets of The City by the Bay for 12 action-packed,
pulse-pounding episodes of this popular, acclaimed crime-drama series! In
Volume Two of the final season of this popular series, Stone and his new
partner, Dan Robbins (Richard Hatch), take on cop killers, drug lords and
murderous thugs to keep The Streets Of San Francisco crime-free and safe
for all who traverse them. Featuring the final 12 episodes of the acclaimed
series, digitally remastered and bursting with action-packed adventure, this
3-disc collection is the final, must-have DVD volume of one of television's
all-time greatest crime-dramas. Paramount/CBS
Fire with Fire After witnessing the brutal murders of a convenient store
owner and his son; firefighter, Jeremy Coleman nearly escapes with his life.
As he is forced to testify against the crime lord, Hagan, he is placed in the
witness protection program under the watch of the U.S. Marshalls. As his
new identity becomes compromised Jeremy is forced to take an unexpected
course of action in order to get is life back and save the lives of those he
loves. Lionsgate
The Lucy Show Season 6 Final Season Suspecting Milton Berle of being a
cad. Believing Joan Crawford penniless. Wreaking havoc with Sid Caesar's
bank account. Reminiscing with old pal Viv (Vivian Vance). Lucille Ball does it
all in Season 6 of The Lucy Show. Digitally remastered on 4 discs, this final
season wraps up a series that brought America's comedy queen to hilarious
new heights. Featuring Lucy's longtime partners Gale Gordon and Mary
Jane Croft, and a cavalcade of celebrity guests (including Carol Burnett, Jack
Benny, Frankie Avalon, Robert Goulet, Edie Adams, Phil Harris and many
others!), this collection of classic comedy showcases the iconic comedienne
at her scene-stealing, side-splitting best. In 24 unforgettable episodes,
America falls in love with Lucy all over again! Paramount/CBS
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My Big Fat Greek Wedding 10th Anniversary Toula Portakalos (Nia Vardalos)
feels trapped in her large Greek family, where women are expected to do only
three things: "marry Greek men, have Greek babies, and feed everyone until the
day they die." Rebelling against this fate, Toula quits the family restaurant, goes
to college, fixes her hair, and falls in love with Ian (John Corbett), a guy who is
way-too-good-to-be-true, and not Greek. This horrifies Toula's Greek
culture-crazed father (Michael Constantine) and sets off a major culture clash
between her loud, eccentric family (whose activities include roasting whole
lambs on the front-yard barbecue spit) and Ian's subdued, overcivilized
Anglo-Saxon parents. HBO
Arthur Christmas How can Santa deliver billions of presents to the whole world
in just one night? With an army of one million combat-style Field Elves and a
vast, state-of-the-art control center under the ice of the North Pole! So how
could this incredible operation have missed one child?! To Santa's young son,
Arthur, it threatens to end the magic of Christmas. With retired Grandsanta, a
rebellious young elf, an old sleigh and some untrained reindeer, Arthur sets out
in a crazy mission to deliver the last present! Deck the halls with excitement, fun
and wonder in this new Christmas classic! Sony
The Predator Collection They rule the grassy battlefields and over the perilous
rivers. They are the world's deadliest predators: the big cats and big crocs of the
African wild. Each possess its own lethal skill set, which it needs in order to stay
alive in one of the most unpredictable environments on Earth. Inception
Sesame Street: Elmo's Magic Numbers Math can be magical! Max the Magician
(Will Arnett) appears on Sesame Street to show Elmo some amazing tricks of
addition and subtraction. Then Elmo and Zoe compete in a zany hat stacking
contest! How many hats can they stack? Plus, join the friends for their favorite
show, 30 Rocks! Warner
Sesame Street: Old School Volume 3 Are you ready for more Sesame Street: Old
School? Awesome! Volume 3 covers 1979 through 1984 and is packed with
classics like Monsterpiece Theater and Beatle Bailey. Furry new faces like Telly
Monster, the Honkers, and Forgetful Jones move to the street! That street gets
even longer when the whole cast - plus Big Bird and Oscar - travels to Puerto
Rico for Maria's birthday! Gordon and Snuffleupagus get "footloose" as they lace
up their running shoes and complete the New York City Marathon, and Big Bird
packs his bags for summer camp. Getting reunited with memories from your
childhood feels so good! Warner
Creep Van A Detroit 20-something incurs the wrath of a ruthless serial killer
after attempting to buy a beat-up van used in a series of grisly murders.
Campbell Jackson is flat broke, and in desperate need of a car when his spots a
van that could get him back on the road, and out of his dead-end job at a local
car wash. If Campbell only knew that the owner of the booby-trapped van uses
it as his personal killing chamber, he would have never inquired about it in the
first place. But now the maniac has his number, and the only way for Campbell
to save himself and his girlfriend from becoming his next victims is to seek the
help of a shady conman who's just as dangerous as the motor-psycho with his
foot on the gas and murder on his mind. Inception
Gunsmoke 7th Season Vol. 1 Gunsmoke: The Seventh Season - Volume One
rides into town with guns blazing in this five-disc DVD collection featuring 17
action-packed episodes of TV's much-loved and longest-running series set
against the rich tapestry of the Western frontier. Thanks to shoot-from-the-hip
United States Marshal Matt Dillon (James Arness) and stalwart deputy Chester
Goode (Dennis Weaver), the residents of Dodge City were able to sleep
peacefully through the night knowing that they would be kept safe from
clueless reformers, killer and robbers, and kidnappers with mayhem on their
minds. Also starring Amanda Blake as the crafty, capable saloon keeper and
confidante Miss Kitty, and Milburn Stone as reliable medic Doc Adams, the
multi-Emmy Award-winning Gunsmoke paints an absorbing portrait of a
nation's growing pains brought about by its relentless push for expansion, and
the colorful characters and unforgettable events that remain the legacy of the
American West. Paramount/CBS
Alcatraz: Complete Series In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz
Island Federal Penitentiary. Or so we were told. Now America's worst criminals known as the 63s - are returning to the streets of San Francisco to repeat their
grisly crimes. It's up to top-notch Detective Rebecca Madsen and Alcatraz expert
Diego "Doc" Soto to work with FBI Agent Emerson Hauser and Dr. Lucy Banerjee
to learn why the 63s are back and to uncover a much larger, more sinister threat.
Get locked into The Complete Series of this suspenseful, mysterious and
action-packed drama from executive producer J.J. Abrams. Warner
The Christmas Pageant When big-shot Broadway director Vera Parks (Melissa
Gilbert) gets fired from yet another job, she must subject herself to directing a
small-town Christmas pageant. But culture-shocked Vera is stunned by the
production's simplicity and tries to back out of the deal. She is again outraged
when she learns her ex-fiancé Jack (Robert Mailhouse) had the audacity to
recommend her for the job. Still, there's just something - or someone - that
won't allow Vera to leave. Enchanted by the charms of community, Vera comes
to discover a new love in her work and an old love in Jack. Will the diva director
drop her defenses long enough to let love in? Vivendi
Annie Claus is Coming To Town It's finally time for Santa's daughter to see the
world. And for a girl raised in the North Pole, what location could be more
exciting than sunny California? Through his magical snow globe, the proud papa
watches Annie (Maria Thayer) spread Christmas spirit throughout L.A., making
friends with the owner of Candy Cane Inn and waltzing into a job at Wonderland
Toys. But Santa's lingering concerns is the man his daughter will choose to take
over the affairs of the North Pole. Will it be Ted, the kid at heart who sells vintage
toys in a digital world? Or the imposters, a Hollywood actor hired by the Senior
Elf, who wants the holiday all to himself? Santa knows that only Annie can make
that decision - and that the fate of Christmas rests in her heart. Vivendi

